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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HYDE GROUP INTRODUCES THE CAULK AID
AT THE NATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW
–One Tool Removes and Reapplies Caulk for a Professional Finish–
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA – Introduced by Hyde Group at the 2017 National Hardware Show in Las
Vegas, the HYDE® Caulk Aid is a multi-purpose caulking tool that allows anyone to refresh old
caulk with a single tool and minimal effort.
Replacng caulk is one of the most common jobs around the house, and Hyde Group
designed this tool to streamline the process. While most caulk tools either remove old caulk or
help to apply a new bead, the Caulk Aid allows you to do the entire job and ensure a professional
finish.
To do this, the Caulk Aid was designed with some obvious as well as some hidden
helpful features. On one end of the tool are sharp, high-impact plastic blades designed to shave
old caulk clean from tile or window mullions. A sharp point hidden within the tool is then used to
dig any remaining caulk out of crevices.
Once the old caulk is removed, the caulk tube cutter on the back of the tool slices open
the tube of replacement caulk — and the new caulk bead, once laid, can be smoothed to a neat
and consistent profile with the padded end of the Caulk Aid. The Caulk Aid lays down a perfect
bead of replacement caulk with no messy residue, no edge marks — and no contaminating the
uncured caulk by using your fingers!
This is the perfect tool for refreshing caulk around tubs, showers, trim, sinks, and
windows. It can be used with silicone, latex and acrylic caulk, and wipes clean when done.
For more information, visit hydetools.com or contact Hyde Group customer relations at
1-800-872-4933. -end-
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